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A 1.5 m reflector is proposed for infrared and optical meridian observations 
in order to extend the fundamental coordinate system to faintest objects 
and to the K-infrared waveband. Classical meridian circles are unfit for the 
infrared observations because their lens objectives do not give good images 
in the infrared. But reflectors are almost never used as meridian circles due 
to uncertainties in their optical axis position. The main problem is tha t the 
secondary mirror is not connected with the micrometer and the circle read-
ing system. In order to overcome this difficulty the author proposes to use 
an intermediary focal plane between the primary and the secondary mir-
rors where a luminous reference grid of wires might be placed. The Gregory 
optical scheme has such a focal plane, and its secondary mirror forms im-
ages of a star and the grid at the micrometer's detecting area. At the same 
time a special champher around the primary's central hole forms anauto-
collimated image of the grid near the grid itself. The micrometer measures 
the star image coordinates relative to two images of the reference grid. So, 
observations will not be affected by displacements of the secondary mirror 
and by those of the micrometer. The telescope's equivalent focal length 
has been chosen as 3 m, and the optical system has been transformed into 
an aplanatic Mersenne combined with an aplanatic focal reducer correc-
tor (Popov, 1988). A new autocollimated circle reading system is chosen 
for the instrument (Yershov and Nemiro, 1994). The observations will be 
linked to the fixed optical axis of two long-focus collimators placed at the 
prime vertical plane. 
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